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Abstract: The trade-off and synergy relationship between ecosystem services (ESs) and human well-
being (HWb) in the land-use process has become a research hotspot. The evolutionary process and
regional contribution of the accurate quantification of ESs and HWb can provide a reference for
government departments to formulate macroeconomic policies. Therefore, this study first constructed
an analysis framework to identify the synergistic states/evolutionary stages of the gross ecosystem
product (GEP) per capita (PGEP) and gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (PGDP) and the
regional contribution of the GEP–GDP synergy of 362 municipal units in mainland China from 2000
to 2015. We did this by employing the Markov transition probability matrix, land use data, and
economic data based on satellite remote sensing images. The findings of this study show that (1) the
PGEP of the Chinese mainland has a remarkable spatial divergence featuring a higher value in the
northwestern Chinese mainland and a lower value in the southeastern Chinese mainland on both
sides of the Hu Line during the investigation period; despite the eastern Chinese mainland having
a higher PGDP, the PGDP at the national level is distributed in dispersion on both sides of the Hu
Line; (2) during the first half of the investigation period, the GEP–GDP synergy in the Chinese
mainland was generally in the pseudo-synergy stage or the transition stage from pseudo-synergy
to primary/intermediate synergy, while in the second half of the period, the GEP–GDP synergy
in the Chinese mainland continued to improve; (3) the GEP–GDP synergy was relatively stable on
the Chinese mainland during the investigation period, with 24.28% of the units shifting to a lower
or higher level synergy, and the GEP–GDP synergy was more stable in the western and central
Chinese mainland, while it was more likely to shift to a higher state in the northeastern and eastern
Chinese mainland. This study suggests that the GEP–GDP relationship varies with spatial scales; a
hierarchical, multiscale approach is necessary to study and improve both of these relationships, as
simply extrapolating policies across single administrative levels may lead to unintended outcomes.

Keywords: ecosystem services; human well-being; Markov chain; regional contribution

1. Introduction

Human activities have greatly influenced ecosystems at different spatial scales, from
local to global scales. Ecosystems also influence human well-being (HWb) at the same
time. Therefore, the correlation and evaluation of the two have long been a concern for
the scientific community, with increasing attention in recent years. Ecosystem services
(ESs) are the benefits that people derive from functioning ecosystems, either directly or
indirectly [1], and they are essential for sustaining HWb. The diversity of ESs and the
imbalance of spatial distribution (especially with human activities, such as land use change)
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have exacerbated the loss of regional ESs [2,3], and the degradation or reduction of ESs has
a serious impact on HWb [4–6]. The HWb is a broad concept that includes material well-
being, relationships with family and friends, and emotional and physical health. In addition,
it encompasses work and recreation, how one feels about their community, and personal
safety. Thus, in some developed countries, the issue of HWb equity, including ecosystem
services (ESs), has received considerable attention, and the topics of environmental justice
and ecological democracy related to regional social development have recently become a
research hotspot [7,8].

In most developing countries, especially in rural areas, survival is a human priority.
Thus, most studies have focused on the trade-off and synergy relationship between ESs,
material well-being, ESs, and economic activity [9–11]. The results of previous research
show that ecosystem protection may slow economic growth in the short term [12], and
the impact of ecosystem services on human livelihood has also been demonstrated [9].
In contrast, economic growth may also affect ecosystem protection in the short term [12],
especially agricultural production activities that can remarkably affect land-use cover
change [11,13]. However, the correlation between the ecosystem and economic system
becomes stronger with a higher degree of coupling. Ultimately, ecosystem protection can
gradually improve the infrastructure of economic growth, and they will become more
closely coordinated in promoting green economic growth. In other words, the coupling
coordination between the ecosystem and the economic system can be sustained, with both
being continuously bolstered.

As the world’s largest developing country, China is in a new era of accelerated devel-
opment of socialist ecological civilization. Environmental justice, ecological democracy,
and equity of well-being are important elements for achieving high quality and green
development and are important ways for the government to govern and tackle environ-
mental challenges. Thus, China has recently included “promoting social justice, enhancing
people’s well-being, and realizing people’s aspirations for a better life” as a development
goal in its future work plan. In China, academics have devoted their attention to studying
ESs’ assessment in different regions [14,15], particularly in economically developed eastern
China with high population densities, including the capital economic circle, the Yangtze
River Delta, and the Pearl River Delta regions [16–19]. For example, Chen et al. explored
the spatial autocorrelation/spillover effects of urbanization and ESs in the middle reaches
of the Yangtze River in China by adopting the Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services
and Trade-offs model and spatial autocorrelation analysis. The results showed that there
were remarkable spatial correlations between the two at both global and local scales [20].
Wang et al. applied a similar approach and found a remarkable correlation between ESs
and urbanization indicators in the Pearl River Delta region [21], and they pointed out that
a robust spatial correlation exists between the two within three scales (grid, sub-basin, and
basin-wide). The above findings reveal the complex influence of urbanization scenarios on
the trade-off and synergy relationship between regional ESs and HWb, and they provide
rational references for local governments to make macroeconomic decisions.

Ideally, human development policies should improve human well-being through the
conservation of ecosystems that provide services [22]. It is important to state that HWb is
an evaluation indicator with rich connotations, which contains at least four basic elements:
basic needs, economic needs, environmental needs, and subjective happiness. The structure
of human well-being is dependent upon a range of natural and social factors [23]. Thus,
some researchers have pointed out that trade-offs and synergies between ecosystem services
and disaggregated well-being are understudied in developing countries in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America [24]. Since the implementation of the MEA project [1], Chinese scholars have
focused on describing the trade-off and synergy between ESs and HWb in the past [14].
However, as previously mentioned, most researchers bring different types of ecosystem
services from the perspective of human well-being [15–17] and then pay attention to the
trade-off synergy between provisioning services and reconciliation services or between
cultural tourism services and support services. From the perspective of the research
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object, prior research findings have typically focused on hot spot watershed areas [18–21];
therefore, the spatial scale of these research results is relatively single.

This study attempts to diverge from previous research in two aspects, the evaluation
index and research scale, to provide a professional basis for the implementation of differ-
entiated ecological governance measures in the Chinese mainland. Thus, this study uses
the gross ecosystem product (GEP) per capita (PGEP) based on ESs assessment to measure
regional ecological well-being and the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (PGDP)
based on statistical data to measure regional economic well-being. The outline of this study
is as follows: first, remote sensing images and statistics were used to analyze the spatial
distribution characteristics of PGEP and PGDP and their synergistic states of 362 municipal
units in mainland China based on a static viewpoint; second, the evolution of GEP–GDP
synergistic states and the regional contribution of GEP–GDP synergistic states from 2000
to 2015 in mainland China were analyzed using the Markov transition probability matrix
based on a dynamic viewpoint; finally, the policy implications, limitations, and future
research are discussed based on the results of this study.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Sources

To achieve multi-scale analysis and comparison with previous research results, this
study took the Chinese mainland (Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, and Sansha City in Hainan
Province were not included because of the lack of population and GDP statistics in the
relevant years) as the research object and emphasized the southeastern part of the Hu Line
and the northwest part of the Hu Line. To facilitate the convergence of research results
and government decision-making, this study took 362 prefecture-level cities as the basic
evaluation unit (including four municipalities directly under the central government and
30 counties under the jurisdiction of provincial administrative regions, such as Xinjiang
and Hainan) and emphasized the eastern, western, central, and northeast regions of the
Chinese mainland.

The sample period investigated in this study was from 2000 to 2015, of which four
years were selected to represent the four typical periods. The land use classification data,
population, and GDP data used in this study were based on the 1-km raster map provided
by the Resources and Environment Science and Data Center [25], and the boundary data of
Chinese municipal units were overlaid using ArcGIS 10.3.1. Next, PGEP and PGDP were
extracted and calculated for the 362 basic evaluation units.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. GEP Accounting Methodology

Recently, the United Nations Statistical Commission incorporated GEP into the System
of Environmental Economic Accounting-Ecosystem Accounting (SEEA-EA) and used it
as a measurement indicator of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and ecosystem
services [26]. Analogous to GDP, GEP uses market prices and surrogates for market prices to
calculate the accounting value of ecosystem services and aggregates them into a measure of
the contribution of ecosystems to the economy [27]. This study used PGDP to characterize
regional economic well-being [28] and PGEP to characterize regional ecological well-being;
the framework of GEP accounting is shown in Equation (1) and Table 1.

GEP = EPS + ERS + ESS + ETS (1)

where EPS is the value of the ecosystem provisioning services (food supply, raw material
supply, and water supply), ERS is the value of the ecosystem reconciliation services (water
resources conservation, air quality improvement, microclimate regulation, and waste
absorption), ESS is the value of the ecosystem support services (soil conservation, nutrient
cycling, and biodiversity), and ETS is the value of the ecosystem tourism services (cultural
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and recreational services). More detailed evaluation indexes and data descriptions are
provided [26,29].

Table 1. Composition of GEP and its accounting method.

Ecosystem Type
(Land Use/Cover Approach)

Ecosystem Service Type

Provisioning ESs Reconciliation ESs Support ESs Tourism ESs

Primary
Classification

Secondary
Classification j01 j02 j03 j04 j05 j06 j07 j08 j09 j10 j11

Farmland i01 D1,1 D1,2 D1,3 D1,4 D1,5 D1,6 D1,7 D1,8 D1,9 D1,10 D1,11
i02 D2,1 D2,2 D2,3 D2,4 D2,5 D2,6 D2,7 D2,8 D2,9 D2,10 D2,11

Forest i03 D3,1 D1,2 D1,3 D1,4 D1,5 D1,6 D1,7 D1,8 D1,9 D1,10 D1,11
i04 D4,1 D4,2 D4,3 D4,4 D4,5 D4,6 D4,7 D4,8 D4,9 D4,10 D4,11
i05 D5,1 D5,2 D5,3 D5,4 D5,5 D5,6 D5,7 D5,8 D5,9 D5,10 D5,11
i06 D6,1 D6,2 D6,3 D6,4 D6,5 D6,6 D6,7 D6,8 D6,9 D6,10 D6,11

Grassland i07 D7,1 D7,2 D7,3 D7,4 D7,5 D7,6 D7,7 D7,8 D7,9 D7,10 D7,11
i08 D8,1 D8,2 D8,3 D8,4 D8,5 D8,6 D8,7 D8,8 D8,9 D8,10 D8,11
i09 D9,1 D9,2 D9,3 D9,4 D9,5 D9,6 D9,7 D9,8 D9,9 D9,10 D9,11

Wetlands i10 D10,1 D10,2 D10,3 D10,4 D10,5 D10,6 D10,7 D10,8 D10,9 D10,10 D10,11
Bare ground i11 D11,1 D11,2 D11,3 D11,4 D11,5 D11,6 D11,7 D11,8 D11,9 D11,10 D11,11

i12 D12,1 D12,2 D12,3 D12,4 D12,5 D12,6 D12,7 D12,8 D12,9 D12,10 D12,11
Waters i13 D13,1 D13,2 D13,3 D13,4 D13,5 D13,6 D13,7 D13,8 D13,9 D13,10 D13,11

i14 D14,1 D14,2 D14,3 D14,4 D14,5 D14,6 D14,7 D14,8 D14,9 D14,10 D14,11

Note: The secondary classification codes i01–i14 represent 14 types of ecosystems (secondary land-use types),
including dryland, paddy fields, coniferous forests, broadleaf forests, mixed coniferous and broad-leaved forests,
shrub forest, grassland, scrub, meadow, wetland, desert, bare land, water system, and glacial snow. j01–j11 repre-
sent four types of ecosystem service functions, including provisioning services (food supply, raw material supply,
and water supply), reconciliation services (water resources conservation, air quality improvement, microclimate
regulation, and waste absorption), support services (soil conservation, nutrient cycling, and biodiversity), and
tourism services (cultural and recreational services).

2.2.2. Criteria for Distinguishing GEP–GDP Synergistic States

In a complex eco-economic system, the connotation of synergy should include coordi-
nation and development [30]; coordination is defined as the cooperative and harmonious
relationship between two subsystems based on a static viewpoint [31]; development is
defined as a process whereby a composite system changes from small to large, simple to
complex, low level to high level, and disorder to order based on a dynamic viewpoint [31].
Previous studies measured the synergistic relationship between the ecosystem and eco-
nomic system using the coupling coordination degree model [18,30]. However, it must be
noted that the coupling coordination degree model has three reliability issues: the subjec-
tivity of index construction and the volatility and incomparability of coupling results [32].
Therefore, considering that this method may overestimate the evaluation units with a lower
PGEP and PGDP as a high-level coupling coordination (pseudo-synergy), this study first
classified the PGEP and PGDP of 362 basic evaluation units as excellent (above 99,900 yuan;
USD 15,000), good (66,600–99,900 yuan; USD 10,000–15,000), fair (33,300–66,600 yuan; USD
5000–10,000), and poor (below 33,300 yuan; USD 5000) based on the uniform function
distribution. In order to describe and understand the research results, this study made a
secondary differentiation of the regional GEP–GDP synergy stages (types) via the four-
quadrant analysis method, including four synergy stages: pseudo-synergy (poor GEP and
GDP are coordinated with each other, but unsustainable), primary synergy (fair GEP and
fair GDP are coordinated with each other, but the synergistic effect is not), intermediate syn-
ergy (good GEP and good GDP are coordinated with each other, and the synergistic effect
is remarkable), advanced synergy (excellent GEP and excellent GDP are coordinated with
each other and unsustainable), and three transition stages (transition I, transition II, and
transition III). The specific differentiation criteria are shown in Table 2, based on the above
definition of GEP–GDP synergy and the division standards of PGEP and PGDP. The above
criteria take the objective situation of mainland China’s ecological welfare performance,
economic development, and population growth during the survey period into account.
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Table 2. Criteria for distinguishing GEP–GDP synergistic states/stages.

Development Stage PGEP (10,000 Yuan) PGDP (10,000 Yuan)

Advanced synergy PGEP > 9.99 PGDEP > 9.99
transformation III PGEP > 9.99 PGDP∈(6.66, 9.99)

PGEP∈(6.66, 9.99) PGDP > 9.99
Intermediate synergy PGEP∈(6.66, 9.99) PGDP∈(6.66, 9.99)

transformation II PGEP < 3.33 PGDP∈(3.33, 6.66)
PGEP < 3.33 PGDP∈(6.66, 9.99)
PGEP∈(3.33, 6.66) PGDP∈(6.66, 9.99)
PGEP∈(3.33, 6.66) PGDP > 9.99
PGEP∈(3.33, 6.66) PGDP < 3.33
PGEP∈(6.66, 9.99) PGDP < 3.33
PGEP∈(6.66, 9.99) PGDP∈(3.33, 6.66)
PGEP > 9.99 PGDP∈(3.33, 6.66)

Primary synergy PGEP∈(3.33, 6.66) PGDP∈(3.33, 6.66)
transformation I PGEP < 3.33 PGDP > 9.99

PGEP > 9.99 PGDP < 3.33
Pseudo-synergy PGEP < 3.33 PGDP < 3.33

Note: PGEP, gross ecosystem product per capita; PGDP, gross domestic product per capita; and one US dollar is
equivalent to 6.66 yuan in this paper.

2.2.3. Markov Model of GEP–GDP Synergistic States Transitions

To further explore the spatiotemporal evolution of regional GEP–GDP synergistic
states and their regional contributions, this study analyzed the proportion of the types of
GEP–GDP synergistic state transformation in the total sample of municipalities in different
periods using a Markov transfer matrix [33,34]. Given the relative stability of GEP–GDP
synergistic states in mainland China during the investigation period and the fact that
the conditional probability of an evaluation unit being in a particular synergistic state is
only related to its previous state, this study considered the Markov transition probability
matrix to be applicable for analyzing the transition of the GEP–GDP synergistic state. The
analytical steps in this study were as follows: first, the 362 municipal GEP–GDP synergy
relationship types in each period were discretized into seven categories and 1448 specific
state types are shown in Table 2; then, the probability distributions corresponding to the
GEP–GDP synergy state transitions between two typical years were calculated; finally, the
regional contribution of the transition of GEP–GDP synergistic states in mainland China
were analyzed. The 7 × 7 order Markov transition probability matrix M of the GEP–GDP
synergy in the municipal area was as follows:

Mij = Nij/Nj (2)

where Mij represents the probability that the state type (the stage it is in) of the GEP–GDP
synergy of a municipal unit shifts from the state i in a year t to state j in a year t + 1, Nij
represents the number of municipal units in which the state type of the GEP–GDP synergy
shifts from the state i in a year t to state j in a year t + 1, and Nj represents the total number
of municipal units in a state i of the GEP–GDP synergy.

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of the Spatial Distribution Characteristics of GEP–GDP and Its Synergistic States
3.1.1. Analysis of the Spatial Distribution Characteristics of GEP and GDP

It can be seen from Figure 1a that the PGEP of municipal units in mainland China in
2015 generally shows a polarized spatial distribution; most units located on the northwest
Chinese mainland of the Hu Line had a PGEP above 66,600 yuan, and most municipal units
in the northwest of the Chinese mainland, including Xinjiang, Tibet, Qinghai, Gansu, and
Inner Mongolia, had higher comparative advantages in ecological well-being per capita.
In contrast, the PGEP in most of the regions on the southeastern Chinese mainland of the
Hu Line was below 66,600 yuan, with the exception of the eastern and western wings of
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northeastern China and individual municipal units in Yunnan and Jiangxi, which were
higher. Most municipal units in northern, eastern, and southern China had relatively low
(PGEP: below 99,900 yuan) or low (PGEP: 33,300–66,600 yuan) comparative advantages in
ecological well-being per capita.

Unlike Figure 1a , Figure 1b shows that the spatial divergence of the PGDP of munic-
ipal units in the Chinese mainland in 2015 was not noticeable on the northwest Chinese
mainland and southeast Chinese mainland of the Hu Line. Areas with a higher PGDP
were mainly located in the relatively developed eastern coastal regions, including the
central-southern Liaoning urban agglomeration, Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei urban agglom-
eration, urban agglomeration on the Shandong Peninsula, Yangtze River Delta urban
agglomeration, Southeastern Fujian urban agglomeration, and Pearl River Delta urban
agglomeration. The comparative advantages of economic well-being per capita in most of
the above regions were high (PGDP: above 99,900 yuan) or relatively high (PGDP: 66,600–
99,900 yuan), whereas in the central and western regions, the comparative advantages
of economic well-being per capita in municipal units were low (PGDP: <33,300 yuan) or
relatively low (PGDP: 33,300–66,600 yuan).

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution characteristics of the PGEP and PGDP in the Chinese mainland.

3.1.2. Analysis of the GEP–GDP Synergy Stages in Each Period

Based on the criteria for dividing the stages and types of GEP–GDP synergy shown in
Table 2, the stages of GEP–GDP synergy for 362 municipal units in mainland China in each
typical period were obtained (Figure 2). The GEP–GDP synergy in mainland China in 2000
and 2005 (the first half of the investigation period) was generally in the pseudo-synergy
stage (both the PGEP and PGDP were below RMB 33,300 yuan or USD 5000) or in the stage
of gradually shifting from the pseudo-synergy to the primary synergy stage (both the PGEP
and PGDP were between 33,300 and 66,600 yuan or USD 5000–10,000) and the intermediate
synergy stage (both the PGEP and PGDP were between 66,600 and 99,900 yuan or USD
10,000–15,000) (Figure 2a,b ). Moreover, most of the municipal units on the northwest
Chinese mainland of the Hu Line were in transition phase I, whereas the municipal units
on the southeastern Chinese mainland of the Hu Line were generally in transition phase II.

Figure 2c,d shows the situation in the second half of the investigation period; compared
with the previous two typical periods, the state of the GEP–GDP synergy in the Chinese
mainland gradually improved in 2010, and as municipal units in the pseudo-synergy stage
and transition phase I gradually shrank, municipal units in the transition phase II stage
showed an intensive expansion trend compared with the previous ones. It should also be
noted that some municipal units in this period developed into transformation phase III or
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even the advanced GEP–GDP synergy stage. Finally, Figure 2d (Figure 2) shows that the
GEP–GDP synergy in mainland China continued to improve in 2015, and the municipal
units on the southeastern Chinese mainland of the Hu Line that were originally in the
pseudo-synergy stage gradually progressed to the primary synergy stage or transition
phase II and even transformed to the advanced GEP–GDP synergy stage. Simultaneously,
as more municipal units transitioned to transition phase II, transition phase III, or even
the advanced GEP–GDP synergy status, the number of municipal units in the area to the
northwest Chinese mainland of the Hu Line, which were originally in transition phase I,
was remarkable reduced compared to the previous stage.

Figure 2. Spatial distribution characteristics of the GEP–GDP synergy in the Chinese mainland during
the investigation period.

3.2. Analysis of the Transition Probability and Regional Contributions
3.2.1. Analysis of the Transition Probability to the Evolution of the GEP–GDP Synergy State

As can be seen from Table 3, the data on the diagonal line reveals that the probability
of maintaining the GEP–GDP synergistic state in mainland China during the investigation
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period was 35.64%, 14.13%, and 25.95% for the three states of pseudo-synergy, transition
phase I, and transition phase II, respectively, with a total value of 75.72%, indicating that the
GEP–GDP synergy was relatively stable. The total value of the data shown in the bottom
left of the diagonal line was 7.48%, indicating that less than 10% of the units had shifted
downward (lower-level states) in terms of their GEP–GDP synergy in mainland China
during the investigation period, and further observation showed that most of them shifted
from transition phase II to pseudo-synergy, transition phase I, and primary synergy (with
probabilities of 1.11%, 2.77%, and 3.42%, respectively). The total value of the data shown
at the top right of the diagonal line was 16.34%, indicating that the proportion of units
shifting upward (higher level) in terms of GEP–GDP synergy was more than double that of
the units shifting downward during the investigation period, and the easiest upward shift
mode was from transition phase I to phase II (probability of 2.68%).

Table 3. Markov transition probability matrix of GEP–GDP synergy states in the Chinese mainland
during the investigation period.

Development Stage Pseudo-
Synergy

Transformation
I

Primary
Synergy

Transformation
II

Intermediate
Synergy

Transformation
III

Advanced
Synergy

Pseudo-synergy 35.64% 0.00% 0.09% 11.17% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
transformation I 0.09% 14.13% 0.00% 2.68% 0.00% 0.28% 0.09%
Primary synergy 0.00% 0.00% 0.37% 0.83% 0.09% 0.00% 0.00%
transformation II 1.11% 2.77% 3.42% 25.95% 0.18% 0.65% 0.09%

Intermediate synergy 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
transformation III 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.18%
Advanced synergy 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09%

3.2.2. Analysis of the Regional Contributions to the Evolution of the GEP–GDP Synergy State

Table 4 shows the annual average change rates of the PGEP and PGDP in four regions
of the northeastern, eastern, central, and western mainland China during the investigation
period and each time period and the corresponding Markov probabilities of the GEP–GDP
synergy state shifting upward (higher level), shifting downward (lower level), or remaining
unchanged, according to which of the regional contributions of the evolution of the GEP–
GDP synergy in each time period and during the entire investigation period could be
revealed. In terms of the PGEP, all four regions showed a decreasing trend during the
investigation period. The western region had the highest average annual decrease rate
(14.44%), followed by the eastern and central regions (11.45% and 10.41%, respectively),
and the northeastern region had the lowest decrease rate (2.73%). Only the northeastern
region showed an increasing trend in the PGEP from 2010 to 2015. In terms of the PGDP, the
overall growth rate in the four regions during the investigation period ranged from 474.49%
to 620.75%, with the highest growth rate in western China (620.75% growth), followed by
central and eastern China (growing by 584.00% and 535.59%, respectively) and the lowest
rate of decrease in northeastern China (474.49%). This trend was similar to the change in
the PGEP; a low rate of decrease in the PGEP resulted in a low growth rate of the PGDP,
while a high rate of decrease in the PGEP resulted in a high growth rate of the PGDP. In
addition, a comparison of the growth rates of the PGDP in the three periods from 2000
to 2005, 2005 to 2010, and 2010 to 2015 showed that they changed from low to high and
then high to low, which was consistent with the overall trend of the slowdown in national
economic growth during the investigation period.

In terms of the probability of transfer of different evolutionary patterns, the con-
tributions of regions where the GEP–GDP synergy status remained relatively stable in
mainland China were, in descending order, western (83.70%), central (78.54%), northeastern
(68.52%), and eastern (67.64%) regions. In addition, Table 4 shows that the proportion of
GEP–GDP synergistic states that remained constant in each region during the three periods
of 2000–2005, 2005–2010, and 2010–2015 all showed a remarkable decline, whereas the
proportion of GEP–GDP synergistic states that shifted upward or downward in each region
gradually increased during the three periods. The contributions of regions shifting upward
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in terms of GEP–GDP synergy in mainland China during the entire investigation period
were, in decreasing order, the northeastern (22.22%), eastern (20.71%), central (14.56%), and
western (12.35%) regions, while the contributions of regions shifting downward were, in
decreasing order, the eastern (11.65%), northeastern (9.26%), central (6.90%), and western
(3.95%) regions.

Table 4. Regional contribution of the evolution of the GEP–GDP synergistic states in the Chinese
mainland by investigation period.

Region State Evolution Model 2000–2005 2005–2010 2010–2015 2000–2015

Northeastern

Gross Ecosystem Product per capita −2.32% −2.46% 2.09% −2.73%
Gross Domestic per capita 59.95% 102.51% 77.85% 474.49%

The ratio of shifting upward 5.56% 13.89% 47.22% 22.22%
The ratio of maintaining the same state 91.67% 77.78% 36.11% 68.52%

The ratio of shifting downward 2.78% 8.33% 16.67% 9.26%

Eastern

Gross Ecosystem Product per capita −2.50% −4.30% −5.03% −11.45%
Gross Domestic per capita 69.38% 106.59% 82.05% 535.59%

The ratio of shifting upward 9.71% 23.30% 29.13% 20.71%
The ratio of maintaining the same state 84.47% 66.99% 51.46% 67.64%

The ratio of shifting downward 5.83% 9.71% 19.42% 11.65%

Central

Gross Ecosystem Product per capita −1.49% −5.00% −4.27% −10.41%
Gross Domestic per capita 57.18% 115.03% 101.36% 584.00%

The ratio of shifting upward 6.90% 12.64% 24.14% 14.56%
The ratio of maintaining the same state 91.95% 82.76% 60.92% 78.54%

The ratio of shifting downward 1.15% 4.60% 14.94% 6.90%

Western

Gross Ecosystem Product per capita −6.57% −3.34% −5.22% −14.44%
Gross Domestic per capita 52.76% 134.33% 102.41% 620.75%

The ratio of shifting upward 1.48% 11.11% 24.44% 12.35%
The ratio of maintaining the same state 95.56% 85.93% 69.63% 83.70%

The ratio of shifting downward 2.96% 2.96% 5.93% 3.95%

4. Discussion
4.1. Relative Stability of the GEP–GDP Synergistic State

Due to the diversity of ecosystem services, imbalance of spatial distribution, and
selectivity of human use, the relationship between different spatial scales of ecosystem
services is complex under the action of human activities and natural factors [35,36]. ESs–
HWb relationships vary with the spatial scales and indicators. Thus, it is important to note
that Liu and Wu suggested that a hierarchical, multiscale approach is necessary to study
and improve the ESs–HWb relationship [37]. This study reemphasizes the importance of
spatial scale in studying the synergistic relationship between ESs and HWb.

Prior studies have suggested that the trade-off/synergistic relationship between ESs
and HWb is typically robust at watershed scales with roughly similar levels of internal
urbanization, such as in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei metropolitan area or the middle Yangtze
River metropolitan area [20,21]. The results of this study show that despite the different
levels of urbanization in four regions (eastern, central, western, and northeastern China),
the GEP–GDP synergistic state was relatively stable on a national scale. The GEP–GDP
synergy of the municipalities in the Chinese mainland was mostly in three stages, pseudo-
synergistic, transition phase I, and transition phase II, during the investigation period,
which predicts that the GEP–GDP synergistic state may show a certain degree of conver-
gence club patterns, i.e., municipal units with the same or similar GEP–GDP synergy states
will evolve to the same steady-state in the future. It should also be stated that because of
the larger scale of this study, the indicators chosen were different from those chosen by
Chen et al. and Wang et al., which may also have an uncertain impact on the results [20,21].
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4.2. Regional Contributions of the GEP–GDP Synergistic State

Since 2000, mainland China has vigorously promoted the construction of an ecological
civilization [13,38]. The performance of ecosystem protection has gradually improved,
along with economic structure and quality. During the study period, the growth rates of the
central and western regions of the Chinese mainland increased rapidly, but the performance
of ecosystem protection was not remarkable, and a large number of populations migrated
to the economically developed eastern and northeastern areas [39,40]. On the contrary, the
eastern and northeastern Chinese mainland has migrated populations in the central and
western regions. Although the economic growth rate is decreasing, the performance of
ecosystem protection is remarkable.

The findings of this study show that the PGEP in mainland China decreased by
11.53% from 2000 to 2015, with a 2.73% decrease in the PGEP in northeast China being
the lowest value among all four major regions. This testifies to the effects of ecological
environmental protection in northeast China. The situation in eastern China is similar to
that in northeastern China, and both have made higher regional contributions to driving the
GEP–GDP synergistic state in the Chinese mainland. It is important to note that the PGDP
growth of 474.49% in the northeastern region was the lowest across the country (national
average growth: 552.61%), resulting in an upward shift of 22.22% and a downward shift
of 9.26% in the municipal units in the GEP–GDP synergy in northeastern China during
this period. However, in contrast to the northeastern region, the results of previous studies
have shown that the PGDP growth in the western region of mainland China stood at
620.75%, the highest among the four regions, and the PGEP reduction in the same period
was 14.44%, which was also the highest in the country. This reflects the environmental cost
of economic growth in western China. The situation in central China was similar to that in
western China, both of which have made higher regional contributions to maintaining the
GEP–GDP trade-off in mainland China.

4.3. Policy Implications

The trade-off and synergy relationship between ecosystem services (ESs) and human
well-being (HWb) in the land-use process has become a research hotspot, and the evolu-
tionary process and regional contribution of accurate quantification can provide a reference
for government departments to formulate macroeconomic policies. To this end, we com-
prehensively assessed the regional contribution of the GEP–GDP synergism by the eastern,
central, western, and northeast Chinese mainland, in addition to a contrastive analysis
of the spatial distribution characteristics and their synergistic states of the GEP–GDP of
362 prefecture-level cities on both sides of the Hu Line. Thus, the 362 prefecture-level cities
were divided into seven groups: pseudo-synergy (poor GEP and poor GDP), transition I,
primary synergy (fair GEP and fair GDP), transition II, intermediate synergy (good GEP
and good GDP), transition III, and advanced synergy (excellent GEP and excellent GDP).

The policy implications of this study show that cities in different groups should adopt
different development paths and strategies for trade-offs and synergies between ecosystem
protection and economic growth, as simply extrapolating policies across administrative
levels may lead to unintended outcomes. Therefore, this study suggests that the cities in the
pseudo or primary synergy stages should analyze their natural ecological endowments and
economic structures to determine whether their economic growth is at the cost of damaging
the natural ecosystems and implement green industrial upgrading and transformation for
sustainable development; the cities in advanced or intermediate synergy stages should
continue to maintain and promote the current natural ecosystem protection and economic
growth in a steady manner; the cities in the three transition stages should continue to seek
further economic growth on the basis of maintaining the current natural ecosystem protec-
tion, or they should strengthen the protection and enhance the ecosystem services value of
natural ecosystems while exploring sustainable and eco-friendly development paths.
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4.4. Limitations of the Study and Future Research

According to the theory of classical economics, different types of ecosystem service
values are divided into three categories: (a) Perfect substitutes (goods that the public
can trade-off perfectly and, hence, sacrifice the one and receive a respective amount of
value from the other), (b) Partial substitutes (goods that you can trade-off with limitations;
indifference curves depict such goods), and (c) Complementary goods (goods that can
only work together in specific ratios). Therefore, within this context, the transition this
study could in overall suggest that the GEP-GDP relation eventually tends to transform
from (a) to (c), with (b) as an intermediate state. In this study, regional levels of ecological
well-being and economic well-being were measured only in terms of the PGEP and PGDP,
whereby the evolutionary trends of the spatial and temporal patterns of the GEP–GDP
synergistic state of the municipalities in mainland China and their regional contributions
were initially analyzed. The results of this study showed that the GEP can assess the
contribution of natural ecosystems to human well-being, but the purpose of this indicator is
not to replace the GDP. In contrast, this study suggests that using them can more effectively
measure human ecological and economic well-being. It is important to state that in terms
of research methods, the evaluation model constructed in this study has limitations; for
example, the current research results could not identify that the GDP growth at year t
would provide an economic surplus for environmental investment that would improve
GEP performance in t + 1 or t + n in general. Therefore, we will consider incorporating other
important indicators and circular causal relations with time lags into the model in future
studies. In addition, the results of this study suggest that further research on the spatial
and temporal convergence patterns of the GEP–GDP synergy and its driving mechanisms
at different spatial and temporal scales is needed for research findings to serve as more
rational guidance for sustainable government decision-making.

5. Conclusions

This study constructed GEP–GDP synergy states and their classification criteria at a
macro-scale, and considering land use and population-economic data based on satellite
remote sensing images, it analyzed the GEP–GDP synergistic states, their evolution process,
and the regional contribution of municipalities in mainland China from 2000 to 2015 using
the Markov transition probability matrix. The main findings were as follows: during
the investigation period, the PGEP in the Chinese mainland showed a spatial divergence
pattern featuring “higher in northwest China and lower in southeast China” on both sides
of the Hu Line, compared to which the spatial divergence patterns of the PGDP at the
national level on both sides of the Hu Line were not noticeable but divergent, despite the
higher relative advantages of the PGDP in the eastern coastal region; in the first half of
the investigation period, the GEP–GDP synergy in the Chinese mainland was generally in
the pseudo-synergy stage or transitioning to the primary and intermediate synergy stages,
while in the second half of the period, the GEP–GDP synergy in the Chinese mainland
continued to improve; the GEP–GDP synergistic states in the Chinese mainland were
relatively stable during the investigation period, and the proportion of municipal units
shifting towards the lower or higher level synergistic state was less than 25% in total during
that period. In particular, the GEP–GDP synergistic state was more stable in the western
and central regions, while the GEP–GDP in the northeastern and eastern regions was more
likely to shift towards lower- or higher-level synergistic states.
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